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A method for improving the precision of

association prediction based on fuzzy

minimax neural network

Mei Li1

Abstract. A kind of relevance prediction method for employed population of urban labor
productivity in economic increase based on fuzzy min-max neural network was proposed to increase
relevance prediction precision for employed population of urban labor productivity in economic
increase. Firstly, prediction model of scale of employed population based on labor productivity
was selected based on labor productivity of macroscopic conception; secondly, adding new type
or deleting an existing type of general fuzzy min-max neural network through contraction process
of super-box was proposed. Advantages of general fuzzy min-max neural network were inherited
and randomness at the time of categorization for general fuzzy min-max neural network is avoided;
finally, effectiveness of algorithm was verified through simulation experiment.

Key words. Urban labor productivity, Employed population, Neural network, Fuzzy, Em-
ployed population.

1. Introduction

Labor is undoubtedly a basic production element of economic development, while
population scale is basis of labor supply and one of most active non-marketization
factors. With increase of productivity and optimization of production way, labor
productivity of all industries continuously increases in different degrees and economic
aggregate increases continually. Regional economic scale expands and extends with
it and production form is transited from extensive style to intensive style of continual
development.

Currently, increase of output efficiency and salary level is manifested for produc-
tion form of Chinese regional economic development, while increase of employment
scale is different due to regional development difference; longitudinal deepening and
extent expansion of urbanization degree are manifested for space form of regional
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economic development. Current urbanization rate (ratio of urban population to to-
tal population) of China is 46%, still lower than average urbanization rate 49% in
the scope of the world. At least 30 percentage points shall be increased in reference
to average urbanization rate of 78% of high-income country. It is indicated that Chi-
nese urbanization level increases 1.2 percentage points each year in average during
1998-2012 in statistics. China will be close the aim of being a high-income country if
increase of one percent each year for urbanization rate in future 30 years can be kept
speculated with this development trend, and country population of over 400 million
will migrate to urban areas at the same time. Boosted urbanization process of high
speed exerts important functions in aspects such as expanding consumption mar-
ket, optimizing resource configuration, increasing living standard and accelerating
economic development, etc. But, continuous expansion of urban scale, highly con-
centration of urban facility, fast expansion of urban population and rapid increase of
urban burden will certainly lead to negative effects such as land shortage, traffic jam,
worse public security and environmental population, etc. Besides, plenty of negative
externalities will be produced inevitably in resource optimization configuration pro-
cess advocated and relied by urbanization process, and these negative externalities
will act on social environment, natural environment and economic structure in an
unbalanced and unsymmetrical way. So, whether matching of hard constraint of
resource to urban scale, urban development stage and urban development way, etc
is reasonable is of vital influence on the future of a city.

A kind of relevance prediction method for employed population of urban labor
productivity in economic increase based on fuzzy min-max neural network was pro-
posed, and advantages of general fuzzy min-max neural network were inherited and
randomness at the time of categorization for general fuzzy min-max neural network
is avoided, thus precision increase of relevance prediction for employed population
was realized.

2. Theoretical model and frame

Labor productivity in traditional meaning is ratio of labor result which the labor
creates in certain period to suitable labor consumption amount. Labor productivity
level of microscopic enterprises can be measured in two ways, and one is indicated
with number of certain products produced by the labor in unit time; the second
is indicated with labor time consumed to produce unit product. Macroscopic la-
bor productivity, also called overall labor productivity, refers to product output of
each employee in unit time in average calculated according to value index of this
product. Extended to industry or area, overall labor productivity refers to mixed
average labor productivity in different industries and areas. Output is a quantitative
conception of dimension nature, so output value is usually selected as measurement
standard in market environment. It can not only eliminate non-conformity of di-
mension, but also it can realize objective comparison and evaluation. Logic core
of prediction model for employed population proposed in this thesis is labor pro-
ductivity of macroscopic conception. Prediction model of employed population is
established for labor productivity. Indication of the most basic productivity is as
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follows:
pi =

GDP

Ql
. (1)

pi is labor productivity of macroscopic conception, and Ql is labor quantity,
namely scale of employed population, and GDP is regional economic scale. Elas-
ticity of traditional conception is ratio of change degree for inter-connected two
economic indexes in certain period and it is responsive degree of change amplitude
for a economic variable to another change amplitude for a economic variable. For ex-
ample, growth elasticity between a certain area and national economic development
speed is:

E =
Gdpt−1/Gdpt
GDPt−1/GDPt

. (2)

Numerator is regional economic growth speed, and denominator is national eco-
nomic growth speed, and t is time axis. E indicates elasticity between regional eco-
nomic growth speed and national economic growth speed. Mathematic indication
way of elasticity prediction system based on labor productivity, namely prediction
model of employed population is as follows:

Labort

i=3∑
i=1

GDPi,t

produotivityi,t

=

i=3∑
i=1

∑n
x=1

(
Gdpx,t−1/Gdpx,t

GDPi,t−1/GDPi,t

)
GDPx,t,i∑m

x=1

(
Gdpx,t−1/Qx,t

GDPi,t−1/Qi,t

)
Laborx,t,i

(3)

T is time axis, and l indicates three major industries, and x indicates different
trades. M and n respectively indicates selected sample number. Horizontal differ-
entiation and longitudinal differentiation are decomposed among enterprise, trade,
industry, city and nation by the model, and macroscopic economic growth speed
is reached through transmission of elasticity difference step by step of microscopic
enterprise. Finally scale of employed population is obtained in combination with
change of labor productivity uniformly. Eg is urban and national GDP elasticity,
and El is industrial elasticity of labor productivity.

Egx,t,i =
Gdpx,t−1/Gdpx,t
GDPi,t−1/GDPi,t

. (4)

Elx,t,i =
Gdpx,t−1/Qx,t

GDPi,t−1/Qi,t
. (5)

Model prediction relies on many basic variables, including national predicted
GDP, urban predicted GDP, predicted GDP of all industries, etc. Processing way
of time sequence is adopted for prediction of economic growth speed in existing
literature, and applications such as ARIMA, exponential smoothing, etc are uni-
versal. National predicted GDP and urban predicted GDP, etc in model can be
categorized as exogenous variables. They can not only be obtained through meth-
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ods such as statistical prediction, etc according to time sequence data, but also they
can be determined on the nature through policy planning and empirical data. Set
urban predicted GDP data as an example, regional economic development relies on
national economic development trend, and GDP development goals of different ar-
eas and levels are determined and emphasized in documents of various levels such
as national economic planning and urban development planning, etc. So, indexes of
various levels are decomposed and implemented in steps, and economic goal becomes
economic task. At the same time, it becomes development goal of all industries and
important guide for industries to absorb capital, technology and labor. So, it con-
forms to objective reality to summarize it as exogenous variable and include it into
model for prediction of employed population under Chinese current economic devel-
opment way and planning environment of powerful government. In consideration of
factors such as ways, intensity and effect, etc of government regulation in the pro-
cess of current economic development, scale change of urban employed population
is controlled by understanding of the government on economic development speed
to a great extent. So, government has powerful influence on economic development
in terms of current national situation. It is a selection better conforming to reality
to conduct converse deduction in phases on economic growth speed through govern-
ment planning for accompanied mobility of current urban employed population on
employment opportunities. So, it is chosen to conversely deduct government goal to
achieve national and urban index value of economic growth speed in this thesis.

3. Improved fuzzy min-max neural network model and
topological structure

3.1. Model of overlapping

Training sign sample is handled through fuzzy min-max neural network by us
firstly in solving the problem of employed population of labor productivity. A kind of
situation is described in Fig. 1: super-box needs contraction to eliminate overlapping
when two super-boxes are overlapped. Result of contraction process is shown in Fig.
1(b). It is noted that memberships of B and C belonging to type I and type II are
respectively u1 and u2.

Observe membership change of B and C:
Before the process of contraction: u2 (B) = 1, 0 ≤ u1 (B) < 1
u1 (C) = 1, 0 ≤ u2 (C) < 1
After the process of contraction: u1 (B) = 1, 0 ≤ u2 (B) < 1
u2 (C) = 1, 0 ≤ u1 (C) < 1
Memberships of B and C belonging to type I and type II respectively change,

indicating that contraction process also leads to training error meanwhile and non
fuzzy area (namely grey area) is also disturbed similarly. Overlapped compensation
nerve cells are added in the training process for improved fuzzy min-max neural
network pertinent to overlapping of the type in Fig. 1, thus accuracy of network will
be higher.

Overlapped compensation nerve cell is a super-box, equaling to overlapped sec-
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Fig. 1. Problem of overlapping 

  

Fig. 1. Problem of overlapping

tion between two super-boxes belonging to different types. Overlapped compensa-
tion nerve cell produces two output values corresponding to different types (as Fig.
2(a)). When test set data is in overlapped area, overlapped compensation nerve cell
is activated, and activation function is:

djp = T (bj (ah,Vj ,Wj)− 1)×

(
−1 + 1

n

n∑
i=1

max

(
ahi
wpji

,
vpji

ahi

))
. (6)

djp , p = 1, 2 is output value of type I and type II, and ah is input data. Vj ,Wj are
minimum and maximum of overlapped compensation neural cell, Vj = (vj1, vj2, · · · ,
vjn),Wj = (wj1, wj2, · · · , wjn)

T (x) is threshold function:

T (x) =

{
1 x ≥ 0 ,
0 x < 0 .

(7)

When test set data is outside overlapped area, there is to avoid activation of
equation (1):

T (bj (x)− 1) =

{
1 bj = 1 ,
0 bj 6= 1 .

(8)

bj (ah,Vj ,Wj) is membership function[4] of network:

bj (ah,Vj ,Wj) = min
1≤i≤n

(min ([1− f (ahi −Wji, γ)] , 1− f (Vji − ahi, γ))) (9)

V and W are minimum and maximum of super-box in node layer ofb1, b2, · · · · · · , bj .
f (x, γ) is threshold ramp function of double parameters:

f (x, γ) =

 1
xγ
0

xγ > 1 ,
0 ≤ xγ ≤ 1 ,
xγ < 0 .

(10)

γ is fuzzy-control parameter [5]:
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Fig. 2. Overlapped compensation nerve cell and inclusion compensation nerve cell 

  

Fig. 2. Overlapped compensation nerve cell and inclusion compensation nerve cell

Inclusion problem of super-box is described in Fig. 3(a), and type II is totally
included in type I. This problem is solved through contraction of super-box for fuzzy
min-max neural network also. Membership change of D in type I is shown in Fig.
3(b), and u1 (D) = 1 before contraction process. 0 ≤ u1 (D) < 1 after contraction
process, and contraction process also leads to categorization error.

Partial inclusion problem of super-box is described in Fig. 4(a), and it is shown
in Fig. 4(b) after contraction. Maximums of type II and type I of partial inclusion
change and membership of B also changes. Non-fuzzy area is also affected.

 

Fig. 3. Problem of total inclusion 

  

Fig. 3. Problem of total inclusion

Inclusion compensation nerve cell is added to improved fuzzy min-max neural
network pertinent to overlapping in the figure. It handles problems of partial in-
clusion and total inclusion, equaling to overlapped area between two super-boxes of
different types. When test set data is in the area, inclusion compensation nerve cell
is activated, and activation function is:

ej = −1× T (bj (ah,V,W)− 1) . (11)

ej is output value of inclusion compensation nerve cell, and V,W are minimum
and maximum of inclusion compensation nerve cell. ah is input data, and T (x) is
threshold function.
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3.2. Topological structure of improved fuzzy min-max neu-
ral network

Input mode is an n-dimension fuzzy quantity in form of section for improved fuzzy
min-max neural network, namely a n-dimension super-box. Meanwhile, a C0 type
is added in output terminal corresponding to input data with type not indicated. A
new type can be added or an existing type can be deleted after adding compensation
nerve cell. Specific topological structure of network is shown in Fig. 4:

 

  
Fig. 4. Topological structure of improved fuzzy min-max neural network

ah1 − ahn : Input data
a1 − an : Input node
b1 − bj : Node of super-box
C0 − Ck : Similar node
d1 − dp : Node of overlapped compensation super-box
e1 − eq : Node of inclusion compensation super-box
o0 − ok : Overall compensation node
U, Y, Z: Connection matrix

4. Experimental analyses

4.1. Performance analysis of neural network

The goal of neural network is to offer accurate prediction of employed population
according to labor productivity. Problems of feasibility and accuracy are mainly
verified in this thesis for improved general fuzzy min-max neural network, and 100
groups of sample data in recent five years are collected. 50 groups of the data are
used as data and the other 50 groups of data is inspection data. Final evaluation
results of enterprises including A (excellent), B (good), C (median) and D (bad)
through training with improved general fuzzy min-max neural network.
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There are totally three layers of general fuzzy min-max neural network con-
structed in this thesis. Number of input neural nerve cell is 24 and number of output
nerve cell is 1, and it is achieved that number of suitable specific hidden layer nerve
cell is 15 through verification with Kolmogorov theorem. Error between super-box
and training data is Fig. 5 upon practical operation, and error reaches minimum
when super-box expands in certain scope for improved fuzzy min-max neural net-
work. Higher level is achieved for improved general fuzzy min-max neural network
to employed population of labor productivity through the process of expansion and
contraction for super-box.

 

  
Fig. 5. Error analysis

Test accuracy can be affected through changing dimension of super-box and the
aim of adding new type or deleting old type can be achieved through changing its
number. Comparison of it and general fuzzy min-max neural network is shown in
Fig. 6:

 

Fig. 6. Test accuracy rate and number of super-box 

 

 

Fig. 6. Test accuracy rate and number of super-box

It can be found in Fig. 7 that general fuzzy min-max neural network of adding
new type or deleting old type in this thesis to avoid randomness of general fuzzy
min-max neural network at the time of categorization and increase accuracy and
efficiency of employed population for labor productivity.
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4.2. Relevance prediction of employed population

Sample data is from China Statistical Yearbook 2013 and Statistical Yearbook of
Selected Cities in 2013. It is indicated from data in Table 1 that economic growth of
selected cities has been stable in recent 20 years with slight fluctuation in the period,
such as low points in 21994 and 1996 and high points in 2003 and 2004, but it is
of overall high-speed stable development in two digits. Convergent tendency will be
stronger in the future due to constraint of marginal decrease rule. So, Elasticity value
of economic development of selected cities and national GDP growth rate will be
round 1.2 of gradually stability in premise of no major exogenous impact. Economic
growth speed of selected cities and national GDP are respectively predicted with
ARIMA method adopted and the conclusion is close to elasticity prediction result.

Predicted output value of the three major industries is achieved with constructed
elasticity system and all industrial elasticity and output value substituted, thus
prediction is conducted on labor productivity and scale of employed population.
Prediction data is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Prediction of related data for employed population

2012 2013 2015 2020
Output of the primary industry (100 million yuan) 195.08 203.66 220.07 260.10

Output of the secondary industry (100 million yuan) 6502.25 7022.43 8198.55 11725.92

Output of the tertiary industry (100 million yuan) 5314.32 6031.75 7600.16 12575.98

Population of the primary industry (ten thousand) 25.34 23.41 19.81 19.87

Population of the secondary industry (ten thousand) 334.98 331.91 326.15 326.15

Population of the tertiary industry (ten thousand) 227.95 233.08 254.08 246.93

Total employed population (ten thousand) 588.27 589.42 600.03 603.59

5. Conclusion

An elasticity system with comprehensive consideration of variable factors of labor
productivity in all industries in micro level and city of macro level and national eco-
nomic growth speed included was constructed in this thesis on the basis of perspec-
tive of labor productivity. “Enterprise-trade-industry-economic entity” was linked
through elasticity measurement of horizontal differentiation and longitudinal differ-
entiation, thus scale of dynamic employed population can be predicted. Prediction
logic of obtaining optimal solution of “how should be” through many condition con-
straints was abandoned for it and time sequence data based on objective reality was
selected, and scale prediction of future employed population was completed through
the hypothesis that there would be no development by leaps and bounds for labor
productivity in short term in consideration of substituting of government planning
as powerful role in the process of economic development. This prediction model of
employed population is applicable to cities with good economic basis, where there is
certain difference between employed scale and registered population and employment
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market has big mobility. Selected cities basically conform to above hypothesis con-
ditions, so it is applicable to predict future employed population scale in perspective
of labor productivity.

Several basic judgments are formed in this thesis through scale prediction of
employed population in future years for selected cities: firstly, productivity of the
secondary industry for selected city is increasing and economic scale is expanding
with adjustment of industrial structure, but corresponding employment scale is rel-
atively stable for growth is mainly derived from productivity; secondly, overall scale
of the tertiary industry for selected city will expand and employed population will
continually increase, but growth speed is mild; actual type and scale of the tertiary
industry and labor quantity should be slightly bigger than prediction value, and the
secondary industry in transition phase can only be supported and certain produc-
tion efficiency can only be maintained by moderate scale of the tertiary industry
in perspective of economic operation. Thirdly, total amount of overall employed
population for selected city tends to be stable. Employed population scale is com-
posed of employed population quantity of the three major industries. Employment
opportunity will decrease and employment quantity tends to decrease in stability
due to structure adjustment and increase of labor productivity for the secondary
industry; labor productivity and employment opportunity will gradually increase
due to expanded scale of the tertiary industry. Frequency and amplitude of mobility
among industries for labor are increased by frictional unemployment. Small amount
of net flow-in of employed population in future periods for selected cities is achieved
by employment opportunity and overall employment amount gradually tends to be
stable.
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